
Similes

As cunning as a fox

As sweet as honey
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What are similes and why are they 

used?

• Similes compare something with 

something else.

• Similes use the words ‘like’ or ‘as’. 

• They help to create a picture of what the 

writer is describing in our mind.



Identify the similes in the sentences below:

• Rosie thought she was late for school so 

she ran as fast as lightning.

• Harry slept like a log after his day of 

exploring.

• Daniel and Faith wriggled like worms at 

the disco.



Link the beginning of the simile to 

an appropriate picture:

• As deep as the …

• As light as a …

• As slow as a …

• As high as a …

• As flat as a …
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Poems often use similes and metaphors to 
creative an image in the reader’s mind.

Today we are going to look at

all about animals.



These are some animal simile poems 
created by another class.

Hedgehog

By James

Brown as a tree trunk

Eyes small as beads

Round as a rugby ball

Sharp as a shark's tooth

They have fleas

Toe nails sharp as a thorn bush

Spiky as a knife

Ugly as a spider

Eats worms and slugs and insects

Duck

By Samira

Beaks yellow as the sun

Swim like a speedboat

Colourful as a rainbow

Fluffy as a pillow



These are some animal simile poems 
created by another class.

Otter

By Shauna

As furry as a hedgehog

As small as a dot

It's as black as a spider

Horse

By Waseem

Black as a blackboard

White as a piece of paper

A tail long and swishy



Look at your words from your lion description yesterday.



Turning our ideas into similes….Using all of our ideas.
With your grown up think of similes you can make from your lion 
adjectives.

Ferocious

Fluffy, golden 

mane

Sharp claws

Strong legs

fierce

Sharp Teeth

Loud roar

sleepy

Huge paws



Lion

Teeth as pointy as spikes.

Claws as sharp as razors.

Mane as fluffy as a pom pom.

Paws a large as a giant.

A roar as loud as a firework.

As ferocious as a T-Rex.

As strong as an ox.


